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SWM kicked off in Australia with  
just the single model and 
Adventure Rider Magazine loved 

it. The RS650R is a versatile, bare-bones, 
dual-purpose bike that impressed us so 
much the publisher bought one.

Where the RS650R was a dead-set  
trailbike – and a good one – the 
Superdual comes in an adventure guise. 
The RS650R can be transformed into 
a good adventure machine using the 
catalogue of aftermarket accessories 
from brands like Force Accessories, Seat 
Concepts, Safari tanks and a stack more, 
but the Superdual rolls off the dealer  
floor adventure-ready.

Sharing the same grunty 600cc engine, 
Mikuni throttle body and GET ECU as the 
RS650R, the Superdual is likely to grunt 
and rip with the best of them. But from 
the mechanicals on up on the Superdual 
has its own styling.

Next step
Equipped with Fast Ace forks that feature 
compression and rebound adjustment, 
and an adjustable Sachs shock with 
remote pleload adjuster, the Superdual  
is as ready for the dirt as it is the tar.  
The remote pre-load adjuster allows the 
rider to compensate for the extra load 
of pillion or luggage, and a simple dial 
adjuster beneath the seat on the left side 
of the bike couldn’t be easier to use.

The 17/19-inch wheel combination 
should give the Superdual sparkling 
cornering on tight bitumen roads, but 
should also work very well in off-road  
situations. The bikes will be supplied  
fitted with Metzler Tourance tyres and  
a cush-drive hub on the rear.

An 860mm seat height is partially 
designed to suit the wheel size so  
it’ll accommodate a wide range of rider 
statures, but SWM has a 18/21-inch wheel 

option available for those who prefer 
that more dirt-friendly combination. The 
18/21-inch wheel sets are $1299 retail and 
come fitted with tyres and brake discs.

Refinement
An LED speedo displays all the usual 
options like tacho, speedo, two trip 
meters and clock, but it also comes with 
wheel-size options so there’s no need to 
recalibrate for changes in wheel size.

Protecting the speedo is a neat wind-
screen that’s not obtrusive yet works 
well, and there’s provision for a 12-volt 
outlet on the flightdeck. Handguards 
come fitted standard. 

Standard 15/38 gearing might be a 
tad tall for serious off-road riding and 
those looking for tighter trails might 
consider a few extra teeth on the rear,  
but the six-speed transmission offers 
plenty of versatility.

An under-slung exhaust system leading 
to twin mufflers makes a bit of a styling 
statement and allows the attachment of 
panniers without having them jutting  
out like a motocrosser’s elbows, and a 
19-litre fuel tank, side- and centrestand, 
engine bars, alloy bashplate and rear  
rack round out the package. The frame 
and subframe have been modified  
from the RS650R to allow for the rear  
rack and potential heavier loads when 
panniers are added.

Your choice
The Superdual comes in two forms.  
The base Superdual T you see here and 
the Superdual GT, supplied with Givi 
panniers, pannier brackets and LED 
lights. SWM will soon be releasing a new 
Superdual with an 18/21-inch wheel 
combo direct from the factory. It’ll be  
designated the Superdual X and will 
feature a more scalloped-out seat, new 

colours, switchable ABS and will be  
LAMS approved. It’ll be available in 
Australia later this year.

Guaranteed
SWM is making all the right moves to 
keep Aussie adventure-riders happy. 
There’s already 30 SWM dealers across 
Australia and more being added to  
meet demand. There’s no doubt SWM’s 
brand is on the rise.

All SWM spares are imported and  
dispatched from the SWM headquarters 
warehouse in Melbourne. On a recent 
visit to the SWM factory in northern  
Italy, SWM Australia’s Bob Walters  
discovered the Italian production plant  
is bursting at the seams with credible  
personnel and infrastructure.

“Employees at the factory are largely 
ex-Aprilia and ex-Husqvarna,” Walters  
said. “The production plant is state-of- 
the-art with engine-testing stations,  
dyno rooms, three-stage production  
lines and a model-sculpting studio.”

The Superdual T is $9990  
recommended retail including GST  
plus ORC. The Superdual GT is $11,490 
recommended retail including GST  
plus ORC. 

Both models come with 24 months or 
20,000km parts and labour warranty.
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It feels like we’ve been waiting 
for SWM’s Superdual for yonks. 
Ever since we first saw the 
RS650R we’ve been mooning 
around like lost sheep nibbling at 
every little web pic and rumour 
about the adventure-ready 
Superdual. It’s here at last, and 
first impressions are good.

Left: From the mechanicals on up on the Superdual  
has its own styling.
Above: The 17/19-inch wheel combination should  
give the Superdual sparkling cornering on tight  
bitumen roads, but should also work very well in  
off-road situations.
Top right: Sharing the same grunty 600cc  
engine, Mikuni throttle body and GET ECU as the 
RS650R, the Superdual is likely to rip with the best  
of them.


